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Running Mouths
- leaving behind the notion of an alternative art

Today, conversation about activities in the artist-run sector can be an ordeal,
constantly attempting to avoid the slippery ground of feeble conclusions and
splashes of misinterpretation lurking at every step. Following this, I shall not attempt
to say anything useful about artist-run activities as such, in this short runthrough of a
text. Rather, I will attempt to lift some weight off the shoulders when talking about
them from here on out.
Already when starting to consider artist-run activities one immediately runs into the
issue of address, navigating a somewhat uneven range of definitions; project space,
independent or alternative art, non-profit, self-organized, artist-run. And adding to
this confusion; all of them seem to have differing but severe downsides. Maybe this
is why a proper attempt to qualify these terms from a joint perspective has not yet
been undertaken?
Well, I also shall not attempt to do just that. Instead, I will take most of these terms
for a firm spanking, ignore their better sides, and let the remaining last one ascend
to the surface, give it a little polish, and hope that this could make for better
conversation in the future. For that purpose, let us take a quick browse through
some of the potential misreadings associated with this highly suspect glossary:
Project space - might leave behind an impression that there is no praxis proper
guiding the program, the horizon of said space stretching more or less arbitrarily

from project to project, making it hard to employ a strategy or maybe even work
consistently within a certain discourse. Such notions are even shared by major
institutions reproducing this misreading of the project space term. As an example,
the exhibition Europe, Europe (2014) at the Astrup Fearnley Museum co-curated in
part by Hans-Ulrich Obrist had 10 artist-run spaces exhibit in a tiny space, taking
turns in blocks of 10 days each, while the rest of the exhibitors occupying the
remaining halls of the vast museum showed for the full 4,5 months, stressing the
alleged ephemeral character of these spaces, not taking into consideration that
many of them work with long term strategies within decent spaces, running
extended programs of events, talks etc. This way of automatically considering all
artist-run programs small-scale, makeshift, short-term or ephemeral does not
necessarily apply well to the spaces and programs at stake, but more to the
reception of the word project space itself. A word that we now know even trips
through the mind of someone as well oriented and articulated as Hans-Ulrich Obrist.
Independent and alternative - are indicative of a discourse that no longer prevails,
dividing things into simple binaries. In a world of accelerated exchanges that has us
monitor, criticize, express and legitimize ourselves in an endless self-consumption.
Now, no one direction or clearly divided space is to be found any longer, no simple
outside, only travel by the speed of thought and fiber optics, always implicated to a
high degree in the dynamics of contemporaneity. From that perspective, the terms
independent and alternative art simply seem outdated. No, independent does not
quite cut it when as an artist you are struggling to pay the rent for an apartment, a
studio and an exhibition space simultaneously. Instead, a tongue-breaking term like
multidependent1 seems much more proper and descriptive of the conditions
underlying most work within art today, be it artist-run or employee-run.
The alternative art term has its own horrific aspect, namely its way of grouping
whatever is not part of the classic sectors of galleries and institutions into one all
encompassing identity of everything else. A negative term defining itself from
opposites, and as such missing to qualify itself as a field in its own right.
Symptomatic of this non-term is, that the exact same lack of proper selfunderstanding seems to generate an even stronger need for identity. Maybe this is
why alternative art is often employed when artist-run activities are being treated in
larger scales, such as at alternative art fairs or symposiums investigating the nature
of the artist-run field, the outcome often ending up confusing the specific
characteristics of this sector with doing whatever with whoever wants to.

Toke Lykkeberg, Uni- or multidependent in a post-commercial art world, lecture
given at Witte de With Contemporary Art, December 6th 2014:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEOCK2TJpf8
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Non-profit - of course is often the sad reality underlying most artist-run activities,
although it is not necessarily an ambition or even a wish to work under such
conditions. The truth is, very few artist-run spaces actually work positively with the
non-profit setting as a best case scenario. But the term non-profit seems to suggest
exactly this kind of ethical stand being taken. This would be the case, say, for an
academic choosing to work pro bono for an NGO over being employed by a company
offering attractive salaries. But for a field such as art where 95% of artists work for
free, it hardly makes for a choice. Ethics, in other words, is a question of options and
choices, not of insurmountable realities. Seeing that free work and self-financing is
characteristic for the artist-run sector, for-debt might be a more fitting term than
non-profit. "I'm running a for-debt project, would you like to participate?". Well,
maybe not... And adding to all of this, a growing number of artist-run spaces are in
fact experimenting with new commercial or partly commercial models, falling
completely outside the range of the term. Of course, the exact same thing, only in
reverse, could be said concerning the term for-profit.

Self-organized - as opposed to what? I can not think of an organization i know of,
that is organized by someone else? But if we are to take the term at face value, it
carries along with it two different misleading implications: The first explicitly
malicious one being that artist-run spaces only organize themselves, showing no one
but the artists running the space. A rather sad outlook, leaving the impression that
there are no ambitions or justifications behind such spaces, other than the lacking
career of the organizing artist. The other aspect relates to artists organizing other
artists, as in ‘without the involvement of curators and institutions’. This also is not
true of many artist-run spaces that often work with curators, galleries, museums etc.
More often than not, so-called self-organized spaces tend to organize others, in
various meanings of the word, rather than themselves.
Artist-run - is probably the most wide definition on the court yet, even though it also
misses the case of curators often being involved in such spaces or even running them
themselves all together. But despite of this blind angle, it still seems to be the most
suitable term to employ when addressing this sector, partly because of its relative
openness and generic nature, but mainly, of course, because it does not entail
tripping, falling and running in the wrong direction half of the time. Exactly because
of this, it is the term I myself most often prefer to go with; the running artist.
So what does it offer in terms of narratives? What are the implications of running
something? And of artists and curators doing the running? Maybe here, we can
finally start considering the nature of the artist-run. At least now we will not have to
mistake hurdling for running.

